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Abstract 
Ultrasonic guided Lamb waves are a major tool for nondestructive evaluation of cylindrically layered, fluid–loaded, elastic 
structures. When used in fluid–immersed steel pipes with a frequency–thickness product in the range of 1 to 3 MHz·mm, 
fundamental pseudo–Lamb modes – the antisymmetric flexural and symmetric extensional modes – interfere and complicate the 
evaluation of elastic properties of an inaccessible medium outside of a pipe. We examine two techniques designed to separate the 
flexural mode from mixed leaky modes. Both techniques, a mode decomposition algorithm and a pursuit algorithm, are tested on 
synthetic and experimental data. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction  
Ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation techniques in cylindrical subsurface steel pipes play an important role in the 
oil and gas industry. In particular, the use of guided pseudo–Lamb waves has numerous benefits for evaluating the 
medium outside the pipe (Zeroug and Froelich, 2003). These waves are generated by a logging device in a 
noncontact fluid–coupled pitch–catch configuration, using a suitable combination of broadband pulse and oblique 
incidence acoustic beam angle. The obliquely incident pulse allows for the excitation of modes from the family of 
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leaky Lamb waves : predominantly the zeroth–order antisymmetric (A0) and symmetric (S0) modes (Rose, 2014). 
The first mode is called flexural and the second extensional, alluding to the particle displacement in the pipe wall.  
In general, pseudo–Lamb waves exhibit dispersion and attenuation. Therefore, the waveform envelope of a short–
lived, and therefore broadband, acoustic Lamb wave packet will propagate with a certain group velocity but its 
temporal width increases with time. The specific advantage of the antisymmetric flexural mode is that its group 
velocity is only weakly frequency dependent for a large range of frequency–thickness products ݂݀ (where ݀ is the 
pipe thickness), and a given wave packet remains compact over a large spatio–temporal range.  
The second pseudo–Lamb wave, the S0 extensional mode with symmetric particle displacement, is generally also 
excited alongside the A0 mode. In the commonly used parameter space of excitation center frequencies and pipe 
thicknesses, the S0 mode is more dispersive than the A0 mode, with a propagation speed that differs significantly 
from that of the flexural mode. In current evaluation applications, the A0 wave excitation can be selectively favored 
over the extensional excitation by a judicious choice of incident beam angle (Zeroug and Froelich, 2003).  
When logging inside thick–walled pipes, the level of extensional mode becomes problematic. The interference 
with the flexural mode renders the waveform analysis less robust. Choosing the incidence angle to preferentially 
excite the flexural mode is of limited help for pipes with ݂݀ ൐ 2 MHz·mm. Furthermore, many ultrasonic logging 
devices are composed of only two receivers, which precludes the use of well–established array processing 
algorithms for the waveform dispersion analysis (Ekstrom, 1995). 
2. Separation of leaky Lamb modes 
2.1. Assumptions 
The analytical forward model used for this work has been described before (Zeroug and Felsen, 1995). It treats 
the interaction of ultrasonic transducer beams with cylindrically layered fluid–loaded elastic structures. The 
transducers are modeled through the complex transducer point technique, which describes Gaussian–beam–type 
radiation and reception in pitch–catch geometry. A global reflectivity function takes into account the acoustic beam 
interaction with the layered media and the propagation inside the layers and across interfaces. The model employs 
asymptotic evaluation of the spectral integrals for the receiver voltage using the saddle–point method applied in the 
complex wavenumber domain.  
In the following sections, we will present two different techniques that are designed to disentangle the mutually 
interfering leaky A0 and S0 modes in waveforms within the context of nondestructive evaluation using a pitch–catch 
geometry with a single emitting transducer and only one or two ultrasonic receiving transducers. The first 
assumption for both investigated techniques is that the time–dependent received signal is the sum of the two 
individual pseudo–Lamb wave signals  
ݔሺݐሻ ൌ ݔ஺଴ሺݐሻ ൅ ݔௌ଴ሺݐሻǡݐ ൌ Ͳڮܶ   (1) 
2.2. Mode decomposition algorithm 
We consider a device inside the pipe with two receiving transducers along the length of the pipe all in a sagittal 
plane (Zeroug and Froelich, 2003). We are concerned with determining the pseudo–Lamb mode attenuations due to 
the inaccessible fluid outside the pipe. Additionally, we restrict our attention to the cases in which the two 
interfering pseudo–Lamb wave signals in Eq.(1) cannot be separated in either the time or the frequency domain, a 
scenario typically encountered for a frequency–thickness product of ݂݀ ൒ 2 MHz·mm. The properties of the fluid 
inside the pipe are known. In many practical cases, the effect of the fluid on the phase velocity of a leaky Lamb 
wave can be neglected to first order as long as the density of the pipe supporting the Lamb wave is much higher than 
that of the surrounding fluids. In that case, the fluids mainly influence the imaginary part of the pseudo–Lamb wave 
vector, related to the mode attenuation. Furthermore, to a good approximation, the total attenuation due to fluids on 
both sides of the pipe is closely matched by the sum of attenuations given by individual fluids on each side of the 
pipe. This permits a formal subtraction of the known attenuation contribution of the inner fluid from the total 
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attenuation to determine the contribution by the inaccessible outside fluid. The dispersive wave vectors of the modes 
can be described by 
݇ఒሺ߱ሻ ൌ
ఠ
௖ഊሺఠሻ
൅ ݅ߙఒሺ߱ሻ   (2) 
where ஛ሺɘሻ is the phase velocity of a given mode ߣ (A0 or S0) and ߙఒሺ߱ሻ is the associated real–valued attenuation 
coefficient. In addition to Eq.(1), we assume a priori knowledge of the real part of the pseudo–Lamb wave vectors 
in Eq.(2). After Fourier transformation of Eq.(1) into the frequency domain, we have for the A0 and S0 modes and 
for each propagation distance ݖ௝ (݆ = 1, 2 corresponding to the two receivers) inside the pipe 
ݔ௝ ൌ ܽ଴݁ି௜௞ಲబ௭ೕ ൅ ݏ଴݁ି௜௞ೄబ௭ೕ   (3) 
where we suppress a common factor ݁௜ఠ௧. In Eq.(3) the excitability coefficients ܽ଴ and ݏ଴ include common factors 
due to the pulse excitation spectrum and signal pathways through the inside fluid. The two Eqs.(3) can now be 
formally solved for the frequency–dependent mode amplitudes ܽ଴ and ݏ଴ as a function of a variable mode 
attenuation coefficient ߯ߙఒሺ߱ሻ. Here the unknown fluid–induced mode attenuation is simply introduced by a 
constant scaling factor߯ that shifts the complex pole of each mode in the asymptotic forward model. An 
optimization of ߯ߙఒሺ߱ሻ can thus be performed by varying ߯ such that – after inverse Fourier transformation into the 
time domain – the A0 component in the solution for ݔ஺଴ሺݐሻ in Eq.(1) attains a high degree of spatio–temporal 
compactness – a feature of the weakly dispersive flexural mode. An example for processing waveforms in a water-
immersed pipe is shown in Fig.(1). It illustrates that the compact A0 and extended S0 modes can be separated in a 
case where the two modes are mutually interfering. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Example for mode decomposition results for a 16 mm–thick water–immersed pipe of 298.5 mm diameter. The excitation frequency is 
centered around 0.2 MHz. In each panel from top to bottom: Experimental waveform (black), asymptotic model (blue) and separated compact A0 
mode (red), and asymptotic model (blue) and separated S0 mode (red) for (a) ݖଵ§250 mm and (b) ݖଶ§350 mm pipe propagation distances. 
2.3. Dictionary–based pursuit algorithm 
For this technique, we make the assumption that each signal has a sparse representation in two suitably chosen 
dictionaries ܦ஺଴ and ܦௌ଴ 
ݔ஺଴ ൌ ܦ஺଴ߙ஺଴   and   ݔௌ଴ ൌ ܦௌ଴ߙௌ଴   (4) 
The two dictionaries are precomputed using the K-SVD algorithm (Aharon et al., 2006): Given a training dataset ܻ, 
this algorithm finds a dictionary ܦ that synthesizes ܻ by a sparse coefficient matrix ܺ 
ܽݎ݃݉݅݊஽ǡ௑ԡܻ െ ܦܺԡிsubject toԡݔ௜ԡ଴ ൑ ଴ܶ  (5) 
where the sparsity level ଴ܶ is predefined and fixed. The dictionary–based pursuit algorithm is then composed of the 
following steps: 
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x Precompute dictionaries ܦ஺଴ and ܦௌ଴ 
x Concatenate ܦ ൌ ሾܦ஺଴ȁܦௌ଴ሿ  
x Represent ݔሺݐሻ by ߙ in the dictionary ܦ as solution of the problem by matching pursuit algorithm (Tropp and 
Wright, 2010) 
݉݅݊ఈԡߙԡ଴   subject to   ԡݔ െ ܦߙԡଶ ൑ ߝ   (6) 
x Reconstruct ݔ஺଴ (respectively, ݔௌ଴) from the coefficients in the first (respectively, second) half of ܦ  
         ݔ஺଴ሺݐሻ ൌ ܦ஺଴ߙଵȁଶ   and    ݔௌ଴ሺݐሻ ൌ ܦௌ଴ߙଶȁଶ   (7) 
An example for separating waveforms into A0 and S0 modes with this algorithm is shown in Fig.(2). 
 
 
Fig. 2. Decomposition by dictionary–based pursuit algorithm. In each panel from top to bottom: Synthetic forward model waveform for a 
16 mm–thick water–immersed pipe (blue), asymptotic model (blue) and estimated compact A0 mode (red), and asymptotic model (blue) and 
estimated S0 mode (red) for (a) 250 mm and (b) 350 mm propagation distances inside the pipe. 
3. Conclusions 
We have presented two different approaches to separate the A0 and S0 pseudo–Lamb wave modes in highly 
interfering conditions and with availability of waveforms from only one or two ultrasonic receivers. These 
restrictive conditions are encountered in nondestructive evaluation of fluid–immersed subsurface steel pipes in the 
oil and gas industry. We demonstrated with experimental and synthetic model data that a successful separation can 
be possible, thus expanding the envelope of data analysis beyond the conventional limitations.  
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